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ewhich arrested tuberculous disease. Inves- they become turbid, and are then unfit for

tigations have now been' carried out on use. To prevent this, the diluted liquid

human patients, and these form 1he subject must be sterilized by heat and preserved

of the following observations. It was under a cotton-wool stopper, or, more con-

originally my intention to complete the veniently, prepared with a one half per cent.

research, and especially to gain sufficient solution of phenol.

experience regarding the application of the It would seem, however, that the effect is
remedy in practice, and its production on a weakened both by frequent heating and by
large scale before publishing anything on the mixture with phenol solut;ion, and I have
subjeect; but in spite of all precautions, so thereiore always made use of a freshly-
many accounts have reached the public, and prepared solution. Introduced into the
in such an exaggerated and distorted form, stomach the remedy has no effect. In order
that it seems imperative, in order to prevent to obtain a reliable effect it must be inject-
false impressions, to give at once a review ed subcutaneously, and for this purpose
of the position of the subject at the present we have exclusively used the small'syringe
stage of the inquiry. It is true that this suggested by me for bacteriological work.
review ean, under these circumstances, be It is furnished with a small India-rubber
only brief, and must leave open many im- ball and has no piston. This -syringe can
portant questions. easily be kept aseptie by the use of absolute

The investigations have been carried on alcohol; and to this we attribute. the fact
under my direction by Dr. A. Libbertz and that not a single abscess has been observed
Stabsarzt Dr. E.. Pfuhl, and are still in pro- in the course of more than a thousand
gress. Patients were placed at my disposal subeutaneous injections.
by Professor Brieger, from his polyélinic; The place chosen for the injection, after
Dr. W. Levy, from his private surgical several trials of other places, was the skin
clinie; Geheimrath Drs. Fantzel and sv
cberstrther, Drom Fatel Cane of the back between the shoulder-blades
ositabsazd eheirt v.o Bhearie and the lumbar region, because here the in-

Hospital; and Geheimrath v. i Bergmann, jection led to the least local reaction-
froI the surgical clime of the U tversity. generally none at all, and was almost pain-
I wish to express my thanks to these less. As regards the effect of the remedygentlemen. g

As regards the origin and the preparation on the human patient, -it was clear from

of, the remedy, I am unable to make any the beginning of the research that.n one

statement, as my research is not .yet con- very important particular the human being

cluded. I reserve this for. a future com- reacts to the remedy differently from the

'munication.* animal generally used in experimnents,

The remedy is a brownish, transparent namely, the guinea-pig. A new. proof for

liquid, which does not require speeial care the experimenter of the all-importnt law

to prevent decomposition., For use, this that experiment on animals is not conclusive

fluid inust be more or less diluted, and the for the human patient proved extraordn-

dilutions are liable to undergo decomposi- arily more sensitive than the guinea-pig.

tion if prepared with distilled water. As As. regards the effect of the remedy, a

bactenial growths soon develop in them healthy guinea-pig will bear a subeutaneous

injection of 2 cubic centimetres, and even

Doctors wishing to make investigations with the remedy more, of the liquid without being sensibly
At Present, can obtain it from Dr. A. Libbertz, Lueneburger affected but -in the case :of a full-grown,
Strasse,28, Berlin, N. W., who has undertakèn the prepara-
tiOn of the'reniedy with muy own and Dr. Pfuhl's cooperation. healthy man 0.25 cubie centimetre suffices
but I must 'remark that the quantity prepared at present is to 'roduce au intense effect; Calculated
but smùal, and-that larger quantities will not be obtainable
for somaeweek. ,. by the body-weight, one-ifteenthousandtl'


